Words for Vermont Comprehensive
Vermont: Freedom and unity through the Lord Jesus Christ.

9-7-12
Cindy Jacobs: Vermont - I will do a shifting and shaking that the political pundits will be amazed
at. I am getting ready to awaken the sleeping giant of the church in Vermont. Those who are
pro-life and pro-marriage, you will be the head and not the tail.
Vermont is shaped like a chalice. Something is about to be poured out from Vermont that will
cover Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
2-17-13
Chuck: And so Father we ask for the New England states, we ask for them today. We ask that
You fall on New Hampshire and you blow a wind in there and Vermont and Connecticut and
New Jersey and Maine and Delaware and Rhode Island and Pennsylvania and New York.
9-28-14
Chuck Pierce: Vermont, Vermont arise! New Hampshire arise! Maine arise! We say
Connecticut rise up! Rhode Island take your stand! Massachusetts be bold! We say this is a day
Pennsylvania will arise! The root structure of our land; New York come alive! Georgia be bold!
North, South Carolina lead us into a new victory! Texas do not be afraid to take your stand and
say America go this way!
12-23-18
Keevy: There are doors of joy opening to NYC, to Boston, to New Hampshire, Vermont, and
Maine
5-13-20
Becky: I saw a map of the Great Lakes, the whole region. I saw a gate with a door that was
locked over Chicago with a key hanging in the air, and God was waiting for the remnant in
Chicago to unlock that gate so that the healing that starts in Lake Michigan can travel up Lake
Michigan, go through the Straits of Mackinac, go down Lake Huron, go up to Lake Superior,
touch Canada, and heal Detroit, and continue on through Lake Erie and Lake Ontario, to touch
Ohio, and New York, and New Hampshire, and Vermont, and Maine. Chicago, Illinois, you are
the key! We are waiting for you! Michigan, Ohio, New York, they are waiting for you to stand up
and unlock the door so the healing can come! And not just the physical healing, but the
financial healing, and the healing of the lands, and the healing of the lakes. Stand up, take your
authority.

